
World-Renowned Boxing Coach Romie Dalal
Brings Expertise to Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES , CA, UNITED STATES,

February 2, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Romie Boxing LLC, the premier boxing

and fitness coaching service led by

world-renowned boxer and coach

Romie Dalal, is proud to announce its

arrival in Los Angeles. With over a

decade of experience in the sport,

Romie brings his expertise and passion

to the city, where he coaches

celebrities and influencers to reach

their full potential.

Specializing in working with celebrities

and influencers, Romie uses his skills in

both boxing and strength &

conditioning to help his clients become

the best version of themselves. His

goal is to empower individuals to

defend themselves through the art of

boxing and to reach their fitness goals.

Born and raised in London, England, Romie moved to Los Angeles to pursue his passion for

coaching others. He draws inspiration from daily improvement and building a strong mindset

that can be applied to all aspects of life.

Romie's journey in boxing has not been without its challenges. As with any sport, boxing has its

ups and downs, and Romie has faced his fair share of failures and doubts. But he has always

pushed through, training as hard as possible and leaving no stone unturned. This has built his

confidence and character and helped him have fun in the ring.

"Boxing is a tough sport, you either win or learn," Romie says. "You learn so much about yourself

and what you are capable of. It's about pushing through the doubt and the pain, and getting

back up when you're knocked down."

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.instagram.com/romieboxing/


Romie has overcome these challenges by training as hard as he can. He trains 2-3 times daily, so

when he competes, he knows he can give it his all. His hard work and dedication have paid off,

as he has achieved multiple amateur bouts, been certified as an England Boxing Coach, and

coached fighters who have also won bouts.

Romie's goal is to continue coaching those who want to compete or are looking to learn how to

box. He also hopes to open his gym, where he can build a community of like-minded individuals

passionate about boxing and fitness. "Where you are in 5 years is determined by what you do

today," Romie says. "I want to help people build that strong mindset that drives to become 1%

better every day. That's what inspires me, and that's what I want to share with others."

If you want to take your boxing skills to the next level or learn how to defend yourself, look no

further than Romie Boxing LLC. With Romie's vast knowledge and experience, you're sure to

achieve your goals.

Follow him on Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/romieboxing/ to learn more.

Romie Dalal

Romie Boxing LLC

romiedalal94@gmail.com
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